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PREFACE 

The Division Engineer, South Pacific Division, Corps of Engineers, 

initiated a model investigation to determine the optimum design of a 

tetrapod cover layer to stabilize a breakwater section at Crescent City 

Harbor, California, in multiple letter dated 3 February 1953· The Chief 

of Engineers authorized the Waterways Experiment Station to conduct the 

tests in a letter dated 29 July 1953· These tests were performed as a 

part of Civil Works Investigation No. 815, "Stability of Rubble-mound 

Breakwaters." Model investigation of the Crescent City Harbor breakwater 

was conducted during the period August 1953 to December 1953, and test 

results were forwarded to the Office, Chief of Engineers, in third in

dorsement, dated 31 December 1953, to letter from the District Engineer, 

San Francisco District, dated 11 December 1953, subject: "Repair of 

Crescent City Breakwater with Tetrapods. 11 

Liaison was maintained during the course of the investigation by 

progress reports· and conferences. Mr. W. H. Booth, Jr., of the Office, 

Chief of Engineers, visited the Waterways Experiment Station at various 

times in connection with the study. 

The model study was conducted in the Wave Action Section, Hydro

dynamics Branch, Hydraulics Division, of the Waterways Experiment Sta

tion, under the supervision of Mr. E. P. Fortson, Jn, Chief of the 

Hydraulics Division, Mr. F. R. Brown, Chief of the Hydrodynamics Branch, 

and Mr. R. Y. Hudson, Chief of the Wave Action Section. Waterways Ex
periment Station engineers actively connected with the model study were 

Messrs. R. Y. Hudson and R. A. Jackson. 
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SUMViARY 

The investigation reported herein was performed to determine the 

optimum design of a tetrapod cover layer for a breakwater section pro

posed for construction between sta 34+00 and 37+00 of the Crescent City 

Harbor breakwater. Quarried rock of sufficient size to insure stability 

of the breakwater was not available locally; therefore, it was decided 

to investigate the possibility of using concrete tetrapods for cap rock 

in constructing the breakwater section. The investigation was conducted 

in a wave flume 120 ft long, 5 ft deep, and 5 ft wide using a 1:55-scale 

model of a section of the breakwater. 

It was concluded from the- results- of the- tests- that: 

a. The use of tetrapods to stabilize the damaged portion of 
the Crescent City Harbor breakwater is feasible. 

b. Two layers of tetrapods are sufficient to provide ade
quate protection to the existing rubble mound. 

c. Considerable overtopping of the breakwater will occur 
for waves larger than about 23 ft in height. 



DESIGN OF TETRAPOD COVER !AYER FOR A RUBBLE-MOUND BREAKWATER 

CRESCENT CITY HARBOR, CRESCENT CITY, CALIFORNIA 

Model Investigation 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

Description of Harbor 

1. Crescent City Harbor, California, is located on the Pacific 

Coast of the United States, about 17 miles south of the Oregon-California 

StP-.te line (see plate 1). The nearest im~roved harbors are a small-craft 

ha1bor at the mouth of the Coquille River, Oregon, and the harbor at 

Humboldt Bay, California. The mouth of Coquille River is about 106 miles 

north of Crescent City, and Humboldt Bay is about 70 miles south of 

Crescent City. 

2. Existing improvements at Crescent City Harbor (shown in plate l 

and photograph l) consist of a rubble-mound breakwater about 4200 ft in 

length, bearing approximately S27°E from Battery Point towards Round 

Rock; a sand barrier f:rom Whaler Island to the eastern shore; an inner 

breakwater extending approximately 1200 ft northwesterly from Whaler 

Island; a fish-boat harbor, with a project depth of -10 ft mllw*, pro

tected f:rom wave action on the west and south by the inner breakwater and 

the sand barrier, respectively; and an outer harbor basin 1800 ft long 

and 1400 ft wide dredged to a project depth of -20 ft mllw, 

History of Breakwater Construction and Repair 

3. The River and Harbor Acts of 1922 and 1927 authorized the con

struction of an outer breakwater 3000 ft in length, and this portion of 

the Crescent City breakwater was completed in 1931· A subsequent author

izing act, dated 2 March 1945, provided for an extension of the existing 

* Mean lower low water. 
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outer breakwater along its present alignment for approximately 2700 ft 

(sta 30+00 to sta 57+00) to Round Rock. A Definite Project Report con

cerning this extension of the breakwater to Round Rock was prepared in 

April 191~6. Construction of the extension was undertaken in 1947, and by 

the end of the 1948 construction season (from about 1 May to 15 October) 

the extension was completed from sta 30+00 to slightly seaward of sta 

4o+oo. This section was moderately damaged by waves during the winter of 

1948-1949, which resulted in the design of the breakwater extension be

tween sta 30+00 and sta 57+00 being revised. This revision entailed 

flattening the slopes from the crown of the breakwater to mllw. Slopes 

on the ocean and harbor sides were flattened from 1 on 1-1/2 to l on 

1-'J/4 and from l on 1-1/4- to 1 on 1~1/2, respectivel~·- This- work- was_ 

beeun in 1949, and at the end of the 1949 construction season reconstruc

tion of about 1200 ft of the extension (from sta 30+00 to sta 42+00)had 

been completed. The reconstructed breakwater extension was damaged con

siderably by storm waves during the 1949-1950 winter season. Also, con

siderable damage to facilities in the outer harbor was caused by waves 

that overtopped the breakwater. To strengthen the breakwater and reduce 

overtopping, the addition of a concrete cap 22 ft wide with a crest 

elevation of +20 ft mllw was authorized for the existing 4200-ft length 

ot breakwater. During the 1950 construction season damages to the ex

tension were repaired and the concrete-cap addition was completed to 

sta 42+00, except that 300 ft of concrete cap between sta 12+34 and 15+34 

was omitted. Additional damages during the winter of 1950-1951 consisted 

of displacement of the concrete cap and armor stone down to about mllw 

along all of the extension seaward of sta 37+00. Shoreward of sta 37+00 

the concrete cap was not damaged; however, between sta 30+00 and 37+00 

the breakwater was damaged by the loss of considerable armor stone from 

the harbor side slopes. During 1951 the damaged section between sta 

30+00 and 37+00 was repaired by replacing armor stone on the harborside 

and seaside slopes. Stone placed on the harborside was consolidated with 

mass concrete. Photographs 2, 3, and 4 show the weakened sections of the 

breakwater extension. The photographs were reproduced from the Brief 

Definite Project Report, referred to in the next paragraph. 
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4. In vj.ew of the high cost of maintaining the breakwater and the 

unsatisfactory ~rave-action conditions in the harbor, the Chief of Engi

neers directed that a field conference be held in Crescent City to dis

cuss means for strengthening the breakwater and improving wave conditions 

in the harbor. A letter report submitted by the District Engineer, San 

Francisco District, to the Chief of Engineers, File 825.4 {Crescent City 

Harbor), dated 26 June 1951, subject: "Recommendations on Crescent City 

Harbor Project," presented a general summary of this field conference 

which was held on 4-7 June 1951. A Definite Project Plan for strength

ening the breakwater was presented in a report entitled "Brief Definite 

Project Report on Work Remaining at Crescent City Harbor, California," 

Corps of Engineers, U~ S. Army, San Francisco Distrfot,- 15 January- 19)J,

Serial No. 9. This report outlined the improvements considered necessary 

to afford the harbor proper protection from wave action, and was in gen

eral agreement with the conclusions and recommendations arrived at during 

the conference of 4-7 June 1951. The report recommended that (a) the 

existing breakwater be strengthened with additional stone placed on the 

seaside slope between sta 30+00 and 37+00, and (b) the authorized break

water extension be redirected from sta 37+00 in an easterly direction 

for a distance of 1000 ft. 

The Problem 

5. Previous experience with breakwater damage at Crescent City 

indicated that the proposed strengthening of the breakwater between sta 

30+00 and 37+00 would involve difficult design and construction problems. 

The stability of rubble breakwaters of sufficient height to prevent over

topping is a function, primarily, of wave height, seaside slope of the 

rubble mound, and the weight, specific weight, and shape of the individ

ual cap stone used as a protective cover layer for the core material. 

When waves overtop a rubble breakwater the width of crown, weight of cap 

rock exposed to the overtopping waves, and the harborside slope also 

influence the stability of the structure. According to the Brief Defi

nite Project Report, referred to in the preceding paragraph, the most 
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severe storm at Crescent City in the past 20 years resulted in waves es

timated to be 26 ft high in deep water. It was also estimated that waves 

20 ft high lasted approximately 34 hours during that storm. Results of a 

refraction-diagram analysis indicate that waves with a maximum height of 

about 33 ft could occur at the breakwater site. The following additional 

factors pertinent to the problem of designing a revised breakwater at 

Crescent City, which would be stable under the attack of storm waves, 

were listed in the above-mentioned Definite Project Report: (a) the 

maximum weight of stone that can be quarried economically in the Crescent 

City area is about 12 tons; (b) the use of floating plant for breakwater 

construction at Crescent City is not practical; therefore, all stone 

must be placed by equipment operat:i:i'lg from- the- breakwater- crown- (elev- +20 · 

ft mllw); (c) the available equi:pment is capable of placing stone a max

imum distance of 120 ft from the center line of the breakwater; and 

(d) the water depth at the breakwater site.between sta 34+00 and 37+00 
averages about 35 ft ·at high tide. 

6. Both eX]?eriment and practice have ahown the necessity of ex

tending cap stone in the protective cover layer to an elevation below 

the water level equal to the design-wave height. Below this elevation 

smaller stone or a steeper slope can be used. Thus, it is apparent 

that the flattest slope that could be used to construct the breakwater 

With the available equipment is 1 on 2.2. Using Iribarren•s1' 2' 4* 
formula, the latest coefficients determined at the Waterways Experiment 

Station for rubble-r.iou."1d breakwaters, a design-wave height of 26 ft, a 

seaside slope of 1 on 2.2, and specific weights of cap stone and sea 

water of 169 lb per cu ft and 64 lb per cu ft, respectively, the calcu

lated weight of cap stone required to insure the stability of the break

water is 60 tons for the 11 no-danage 11 criterion and about 35 tons if some 

slight damage to the breakwater slcpe could be tolerated. Thus, the 

size stone required to insure stability of the breakwater is greatly in 

excess of the maximum size stone (12 ton) that can be quarried econom

ically in the area. 

* Superior numbers refer to items listed in the Selected References. 



7. Because of the above-described situation, it was desired to 

determine the feasibility of using concrete tetra.pods to form a pro

tective cover layer for the existing breakwater between sta 34+00 and 

37+00. According to Mr. P. Danel3, Grenoble, France, in whose labora

tory tetrapods were developed, concrete tetrapods are much superior to 

either concrete blocks or quarried rock. 

Purpose of Model Study 

5 

8. The model study was conducted to determine the optimum design 

or a tetrapod cover layer for the Crescent City breakwater. Specifi

cally, it was desired to abtain information- concerning- (a} the- optimUr11. 

number of layers in a protective cover layer composed of tetra.pods, and 

(b) the size tetrapod required to ins'Ul'e the stability of the breal:cttater 

for different slopes and design-wave heights. 
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PART II: THE MODEL 

Description 

9. The model was constructed of concrete, sized rock, and molded 

concrete tetrapods in an existing concrete wave flume, using a linear 

scale of 1:55, model to prototype. The flume in which these tests were 

conducted is one of two constructed within a concrete tank with a common 

sump between them. The tank is 18 ft wide, 5 ft deep, and 120 ft long. 

Each wave flume is 4 ft deep, 5 ft wide, and 90 ft in length measured 

from wave machine to glass viewing window. Photograph 5 is a view of one 

of the flumes showing the- sump e.nd the companion flume on_ the- left._,_ the-

glass viewing window in the right foreground, and the wave machine in the 

far end of the flume. The model scale was selected after consideration 

of the dimensions of the flume and the capabilities of the wave machine 

with respect to the dimensions of the prototype breakwater and the size 

of storm waves which have occurred at Cresent City. The depth of water 

along the prototype breakvater between sta 34+00 and 37+00 averages 

about 35 ft at high tide. Waves 26 ft in height have occurred immedi

ately offshore from the Crescent City Harbor breakwate; and, according 

to the wave refraction study previously mentioned, waves of larger 

height are possible at the breakwater site. Model waves that would 

simulate nature waves of this magnitude could not be generated mechan

ically in the wave flume in water depths corresponding to 35 ft in 

nature. Therefore, the elevation of the test section and the still-water 

level in the model were rnised until the water depth in the flume was 

SUfficient to allow the wave-machine plunger to generate waves of such 

magnitude that design uaves for the different test conditions could be 

determined. 

10. Model waves were reproduced to scale by a plunger-type wave 

machine, 5 ft in length, which generated waves by periodic displacement 

incident to the vertical movement of the plunger in water (see photograph 

6). Wave heights in the model were measured with a wave gage of the 

parallel-rod type. The complete apparatus consists of the wave gage, 
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balancing circuit, Brush Universal analyzer, and Brush magneticoscillo

graph (see photograph 7). Recordings of water-surface elevations (wave 

heights) with respect to time were obtained by means of a Brush magnetic 

oscillograph used in connection with the wave-height gage. 

Design 

11. After the linear scale had been selected, the model was de

~igned and ~perated in accordance with Froude's model law. Based upon 

Froude's law, a linear scale of 1:55 (L ) and a specific weight scale 
r 

('Yr) of 1:1, the following model-prototype relationships were derived: 

Characteristics Dimensions-ii· ModeI-prototyRe scares 

Area L2 A = L 2 = 1:3025 r r 
Volume 13 v = 1 3 = 1:166,375 r r 
Time 1/2 T T = 1 = 1:7.42 r r 

Velocity 1/T 1/2 v = L = 1:7.42 r r 

Unit pressure F/1
2 p = 1 7 = 1. 55 r r r 

Force F F = 1 3 'Yr = 1:166,375 r r 
Weight F w ::: L 3 'Yr = 1:166,375 r r 

* In terms of' force (F), len(;th (L), and time (T). 
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PART III: Ti-IE TESTING PROGRAM 

Testing Procedure 

12. Stability tests were conducted in which two,- three:, and 

four layers of tetrapods were lllaced on the seaside of an average sec

tion of the existing Crescent City breakwater. The characteristics of 

the prototype breakwater section, obtained from surveys of August 1951 

and April 1953, are shovm on plate 2. The prototype cross sections 

shows a large amount of material on the harborside. This material is 

composed mostly of cap rock displaced from the crown and seaside by 

storm waves~ In the model this portion of the- brea*water section was

simulated by random-size roclc of a size approximately the same as class 

A cap rock. The use of this larger-size rock on the harborside slope 

Prevented erosion due to overtopping waves. Design of the harborside 

slope was not the purpose of the model study. Plate 3 shows the ele

ments of test sections with two layers of tetrapods and effective side 

slopes of l on 2, l on 3, and l on 4. Because the test section was 

raised (see paragraph 9), the depth of water at the base of the section 

corresponded to 69 ft in nature. The effect of this increased water 

depth on the test results is believed to be small, in view of the fact 

that previous tests on rubble-mound breakwaters have shown that the 

weight of cap rock neccssa.ry to assure stability of the structure does 

not vary appreciably with the d/L ratio, for given values of wave height, 

slope of structure, and specific weight of rock. 

13. The average seaside slope of the prototype breakwater was 

found to be about 1 on 1-3/4. However, on the model the seaside slope 

was constructed using the same slope as that of t~e blanket of tetrapods. 

The tetrapod blankets corresponding to the different thicknesses and side 

slopes were placed on the seaside slope of the breakwater from the crown 

elevation of the concrete cap (+20 ft mllw) to elevation -30 ft mllw. 

Below -30 ft mllw the breakwater was constructed of random-size material 

made impermeable by overlaying the seaside slope with concrete. This 

tYPe of construction was adopted to prevent absorption of wave energy by 
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the breakwater slope below a water depth of -30 ft mllw. The model break

waters were constructed on a sand base in the wave flume. The existing 

prototype section was first reproduced in the dry flume, and water was 

added until a still water level (swl) of +5 ft mllw was established. The 

section was then consolidated by the attack of waves about 25 ft in 

height. The concrete cap was poured and allowed to set; then the protec

tive layer, from -30 ft mllw to swl, was formed by dumping tetrapods from 

a bucket held at the water surface. Tetra.pods above swl were placed by 

hand. Photograph 8 shows the model tetrapods used in these tests. This 

method of constructing the model breakwater was adopted to reproduce, as 

nearly as possible, a prototype method Of side-casting the underwater 

tetra.pods and placing those abo¥e water b~ crane+ Afte~ each- test_ the_ 

tetra.pods were removed and replaced, and the complete test section was 

repaired to the line and grade of the design test section. 

14. The design wave for a particular breakwater test section was 

determined experimentally by subjecting the model structure to wave 

attack until a wave was found which was slightly less than that required 

to move tetrapods from the breakwater slope (see photographs 9, 10, and 

11). This wave was termed the design wave for the no-damage criterion. 

Plate 4 shows the criteria for selection of tM.s design '\;ave. 

15. Accurate determination of the height of test waves is com

Plicated by the existence of waves of abnormal height in the train of 

waves between the wave ma.chine and test r.>ection. 'l'hese larger waves are 

caused by sto.rtins and stopping the wave machine. The larger waves at 

the end of ea.ch wave train influence, to some extent, the stability of 

cap rock, and the selection of design waves. Therefore, the larger 

waves were treated as an integral part of the wave train. Complete wave 

trains were recorded by use of the wave sage and oscillograph. The test 

waves are defined statistically as the average height of the one-third 

highest waves of the wave train. 

16. Previous tests on rubble-mound breakwaters showed that one

half hour was sufficient testing time for selection of design waves for 

the no-damage criterion. To establish the minimum time required for 

testing breakwaters constructed of tetrapods, tests were made in which 
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the maximum testing time was five hours (model). The results of these 

tests confirmed that a one-half hour period of wave attack was sufficient. 

Test Conditions 

17. Stability tests were performed with waves approaching perpen

dicular to the breakwater alignment (wave crests parallel to the break

water). The tests were conducted using 14.0-sec-period waves and a 

water depth in the flume of 69 ft. The most critical storm waves in 

nature are those with a period of about 10.0 sec. The relative depth 

(d/L) for a 10.0-sec-period wave in 35 ft of water is 0.113. This is 

also the relative depth for a 14.0-sec-period wave in 69 ft of water. 

Stability tests to determine the design wave for no-damage were conducted 

using two, three, and four layers of tetrapods on slopes of 1 on 2, 1 on 

3, and 1 on 4. The weight (W), specific weight (r ), effective coeffi-
r 

cient of friction (µ), and per cent of voids (v ) in the tetrapods used 
. r 

for testing were 17.63 tons, 140 lb per cu ft, 1.10, and 45 per cent, 

respectively. Only one tetrapod weight was used because the molding of 

model tetrapods is expensive and time consuming. Details of the tetra.

pods used in this investigation are shown on plate 5. 
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PART DI: RESULTS OF TESTS 

18. The results of this model study are summarized in the following 

table: 

Side Number of Height of Selected Coefficient K' 
Slope Tetrapod Layers Design Wave, ft , .- in Iribarren' s Formula 

' l on 2 2 23 0.0046 

1 on 2 3 23 0.0046 

1 on 2 4 23 0.0046 

l on 3 2 25' 0.0090 

l on 3 3 26 o.oc8o 

1 on 3 4 2-7. 0.0072-

1 on 4 2 26· 0.0118 

l on 4 3 27 0.0105 

l on 4 4 29 0.0085 

It can be seen from these results that the stability of the protective 

cover of tetrapods would not be substantially improved by the use of 

more than two layers of tetrapods in the protective cover for the exist

ing rubble breakwater. The selected design waves listed in the above 

table are in prototype feet and apply only to the weight tetrapod 

(17.63 prototype tons) used in the model tests. 



PART V: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

19. The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of 

tests conducted in this investigation: 

12 

a. The use of tetrapods to stabilize the more exposed por
tions of the Crescent City Harbor breakwater is feasible. 

b. Two layers of tetrapods in the protective cover layer are 
sufficient. 

c. Considerable overtopping of the breakwater will occur for 
waves larger than about 23 ft in height, and waves larger 
than about 25 ft in he-ight will probably result in-damage-
to the harborside slope unless cap rock of adequate size 
is used to form the backside. The effects of overtopping 
on the 3tability of the harborside slope are also in
fluenced by the shape and height of the crown, and the 
slope of the harborside. 

Recommendations 

20. Based on the results of this investigation and of tests pre

Viously conducted concerning the stability of rubble-mound breakwaters, 

it is recommended that: 

a. Two layers of concrete tetrapods be used to stabilize the 
more exposed reaches of the breakwater at Crescent City 
Harbor. 

b. After the design-wave height has been selected, based on 
the estimated frequency of occurrence of waves of various 
heights at the prototype site, design of the tetrapod 
cover layer be made using the modified Iribarren 
formulal,2,4 and the coefficient (K') determined in this 
study and presented in paragraph 18 of this report. A 
friction coefficient (µ) of 1.10 is believed adequate for 
prototype tetra.pods. 

c. The protective cover layer of tetrapods be extended down 
the seaside slope of the breakwater to an elevation below 
mllw equal to the design-wave height. 
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Photograph 1. Crescent City Harbor, California, 25 January 1951 



lbotograph 2. Vertical aerial view of outer end of breakwater, 5 January 1951, showing 
damaged section seaward of sta 37+00 



Rlotograph 3. Outer breakwater from sta 37+00 towards Rowp.d Rock, 31 August 1951. 
Note displaced blocks of concrete c~p 



Photograph 4. Outer breakwater from approximately sta 34+00 looking shoreward along seaside 
where strengthening is required, 31 August 1951 



Riotograph 5. Wave flume 



fhotograph 6. Wave generator 
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Fhotograph 7. wave-height measuring ap:paratus 



Fhotograph 8. Model tetrapods (W 
ID 

0.212 lb; W = 17.63 tons) 
p 



Fhotograph 9. Selection of design waves, test section after att~ck by 14-sec waves 23 ft high. 
Two layers of tetrapods placed on 1-on-f slope 



Photograph 10. Test section after attack by 14-sec waves 23 ft high. Three layers of tetrapods 
placed on l-on-2 slope 



Photograph ll. Test section after attack by 14-sec waves 23 ft high. Four layers of tetra:pods 
placed on l-on-2 slope · 
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TEST SECTIONS 

PLATE 3 
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PLATE 4 

SELECTION OF DESIGN WAVES 
EFFECTIVE SIDE SLOPE I ON 3 
TWO LAYERS OF TETRAPODS 
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NOTE· DATA BASED ON TETRAPOOS USED IN MODEL TESTS 
CONDUcTED AT THE WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION. 

BOTTOM 

SECTION-AA 

Specitic 
Weights 
lb/cu ft 

Volume - cu rt 

'Weight - tons 

140.0 0.50 l.OO 2.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 11.63 20.00 25.00 30.00 4o.oo 

149.5 0.53 1.07 2.14 5.35 10.70 16.03 18.85 21.38 26.70 32.10 42.75 

156.o 0.56 1.1~ 2.23 5.58 11.15 16.70 19.65 22.30 27.90 33.50 44.6o 

Thickneas or Iazers .. rt 

4.4 5.5 6.9 9.4 11.8 13.6 14.3 14.9 16.1 17.1 18.8 

5.9 7.4 9.3 12.6 15.9 18.2 19.2 20.0 21.6 23.1 25.2 

7.4 9.3 11.7 15.8 20.0 22.9 24.2 25.2 27.2 28.9 31.9 

Number or Tetrapod.a per 1, 000 sq ft 

340 212 133 73 46 

455 285 179 97 61 

570 358 226 122 77 

35 

47 

59 

31 

42 

53 

DiJDensions .. rt 

29 

39 

49 

25 

33 

42 

22 

29 

37 

18 

24 

31 

A 0.88 1.11 1.40 1.90 2.40 2.75 2.90 3.02 3.26 3.46 3.81 

B o.44 o.5'P o. 70 0.95 1.20 1.38 1.45 i.51 1.63 1. 73 1.91 

1.39 l.7p 2.21 3.01 3.78 4.33 4.57 4.77 5.14 5.46 6.oo 

D 1.37 1. T~ 2.18 2.95 3. 72 4.26 4.50 4.68 5.05 5.36 5.91 

0.69 o.Bp 1.09 1.48 1.86 2.13 2.25 2.34 2.53 2.68 2.96 

F 1.88 2.3p 2.98 4.05 5.10 5.83 6.15 6.43 6.89 7.36 8.10 

0.63 o.80 1.01 1.37 i.12 i.97 2.oa 2.11 2.34 2.1 . .s 2.72 

2.93 3.6\J 4.65 6.30 1.95 9.10 9.6o lo.oo 10.78 11.45 12.6o 

1.77 2.23 2.81 3.81 4.80 5.49 5.80 6.05 6.50 6.98 1.62 

0.89 1.1~ 1.41 1.91 2.40 2.75 2.90 3.03 3.25 3.49 3.81 

K 3.18 4.02 5.o6 6.85 8.64 9.89 10.45 10.88 11.72 12.48 13.71 

3.56 4.4'! 5.64 7.65 9.62 11.05 11.65 12.14 13.10 13-90 15.30 

TETRAPODS 
VOLUME, WEIGHT, THICKNESS OF 

LAYERS, AND DIMENSIONS 


